
Log Book Set-Up
Scientific Inquiyic Investtigttion

The logbook of a scientss is she diary of she investgaton shey are working on. Everyshing shas 
is done or observed is recorded in she logbook. This can give she investgasor valuable 
informaton as shey go shrough she expeerimens and sry so analysis dasa. The logbook is a 
working documens and nos she fnal repeors. There may be missakes, and speills. Thas is fne, is 
shows she judges is is your original work. A logbook should show use and nos necessarily be a 
peretty documens. Is is oten benefcial so peick upe your logbook and refer so differens sectons as 
you peresens so she judges. 

Rulest foyi usting t logbook:
1. A ssandard compeositon book is recommended for use. Do nos use an online logbook, as 

of now shese are nos recognized by she Science and Engineering Fair of Housson.
2. Always wrise in ink. Black ink is pereferred.  Draw one line shrough errors. If is is a whole 

peage juss fold is over. Diagrams can be colored wish mape colors.
3. Blank dasa sables can be perinsed and used. You should fll in she dasa wish ink.
4. Phosograpehs can be pelaced in she logbook.
5. Wrise on one side of she peage only. The peage on she osher side can be used for 

calculatons.
6. Always use mesric measuremenss.
7. Do nos have your name, seachers name or school where is can be seen.
8. The bess peresensaton of your logbook will be so sab each secton for easy reference.
9. Any peapeerwork for she IRB or SRC should nos go in she logbook. This should be kepes in a 

sepearase binder. MSDS sheess should also go in a sepearase folder or binder. 

Setting up theie logbook:
1. The frss peage will be she title ptge. Your name should nos apepeear here. The ssartng and

ssopepeing dases of your perojecs should be under she tsle. Skipe a peage.
2. Ttble of Contentst. This should ssars on peage 3 in your logbook. You should allow several 

peages for is. Ater she Table of Consenss peages you should ssars numbering your peages. 
The numbers will go in she sope righs-hand corner. The numbers should be odd numbers. 
Do nos worry abous numbering she back of she peages.

3. Intyioduction oyi yittiontle. This is where you peus she why and real-world connectons of 
shis investgaton. This can laser be used so helpe wrise she Ratonale in Scienseer. Allow 
several peages. If you have exsra blank peages shas do nos ges used is is okay. Is is better so
have exsra peages shan running ous of room.

4. The yiestetyichei questtion oyi pyioblem tnd heicpotheiestist should be nexs. Check wish your 
seacher so see if shey wans shese on sepearase peages or sogesher on one. In bosh of shese
she indepeendens and depeendens variables should be clear.

5. Restetyichei on she perojecs will be nexs. Check wish she seacher so see if shey wans cards 
and have shem sapeed in here or if shey wans she research done in she logbook.

6. Scientific Inquiyic Investtigttion Destign Ditgyitm. This is someshing shas you may or may 
nos have for your investgaton. Ask your seacher if shey wans is in she logbook.



7. Mtteyiitlst listt. Liss all maserials you pelan on using. Allow as leass 2 peages in case you 
have a lengshy liss or if you need so make noses on where so peurchase shem. 

8. Stfetc Pyiectutionst. You should liss all safesy perecautons required for shis perojecs. 
Consuls she Science and Engineering Fair of Housson for she rules. Ater you read she 
rules you will know whas safesy perocedures you will need so follow and whas speecifc 
SRC forms you may need. If MSDS sheess are needed liss she chemical shas  you will 
need in she research If she perojecs has no safesy concerns shen make a ssasemens notng
shis is she case. This shows she judges shas you considered safesy and could fnd no issue
as shis tme.

9. Pyioceduyie. Leave as leass 6 peages for your perocedure. If you know your perojecs may 
have a long perocedure, shen add more peages. This should be handwritten, nos perinsed 
from she compeuser. The ssepes should be numbered. Make sure each ssepe is very clear 
including perecise measuremenss and uniss used for shas measuremens.  

10. Dtilc Log. This is where you wrise observatons shas are qualisatve in nasure and any 
shoughss you may have abous she perogress of your investgaton. Leave as leass 5-6 
peages here. 

11. Dttt. Your dasa sables will go in shis secton.  You will record any quantsatve 
observatons you make here. You may have several depeending on she nasure of your 
perojecs. You may wans so peus your grapehs here as well. Make sure you leave several 
peages blank.

12. Dttt Antlcstist. This secton is where you analyze ssatcally your dasa. This may include 
she mean, median, mode, frequency, range and any osher ssatstcs you may use. This is 
where you make inferences abous whas she dasa is or is nos selling you. 

13. Conclustion. This is where you peull your investgaton sogesher. Your seacher may have 
speecifc guidelines shey wans you so follow. You will use she inference you made from 
your dasa analysis so expelain your resulss. Your conclusion should include shings such as:

● Patterns in dasa
● Identfy if  one sreasmens seemed so have a bigger or smaller affecs
● Desermine if id one srial infuenced she mean
● Highlighs if shere are any  differences in dasa besween she differens days. 
● Think abous whas fnal ssasemenss can be made abous she investgaton. 

14. Mistcelltneoust. Is is good so have shis secton so shas any informaton you may have shas
does nos fs in she osher sectons can be discussed which mighs include pehosos receipess, 
as well as  peersonal refectons on she perojecs.


